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EDITORIAL:

This Is Who You Should Vote for in
the OUSA Elections
Firstly, welcome to the Drugs Issue, our biggest

an Official Endorsement From Your Favourite Stu-

[As we mentioned, Sinead has been a volunteer

issue of the year. The print run this week is 6,000

dent Magazine That Begins With ‘C’ and Ends With

writer for Critic. We can say confidently that we

copies, that’s up from just over 3,000 at the start

‘Ritic’:

genuinely believe she is the best person for the

of the year, so a massive thank you to all you wonderful people for being bored enough to pick up
a Critic.
It’s OUSA election week, so doing a Drugs Issue is
basically a blatant ploy on our part to try trick you
into reading some election coverage and maybe
even voting. Don’t worry, there’s still heaps of drug
chat, but please, please, read a little bit of the news
section, even if it’s out of pity.

1.Bonnie Harrison for Finance Office
Bonnie stands out not only for being really sharp

then she can keep writing for us. But she would

and onto it, but most importantly for being gen-

be very good.]

something that the exec sorely lacks this year. Far
too many exec members have been limp fish with
no willingness to get in an argument or even share
any original thoughts of their own. We don’t need
an exec dominated by 2 or 3 people and a bunch of
sycophants who just vote along with their friends.

of consuming way too many candidate debates,

We need strong independent voices like Bonnie.

interviews, and poorly written Facebook policy
and we’re doing our best to make it interesting.

2.Sinead Gill for Postgrad Officer
Sinead has been a standout activist for students

Critic is officially endorsing candidates this year

this year. She organised a public forum on Stu-

because why the fuck not.

dent Health changes after the uni failed to consult

We’re not endorsing for every position, and we’re
not endorsing for President. We’ve identified three
candidates that we believe are not only extremely
competent and qualified, but strong-willed,
engaged, and active, and who stood out as the
clear choice in their respective races.
These are the candidates that earned themselves
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uinely opinionated and outspoken, which is

We at Critic have had the unfortunate pleasure

announcements. Student politics is boring as shit,

role, regardless of any previous relationship. In fact,
we don't even really want her to get it, because

students, she forced Humanities Vice Chancellor

3.Pou for Admin Vice President
Pou stood out for being outwardly focused while
his opponents were obsessed with internal OUSA
procedures. He showed genuine passion for issues
that mattered to him, namely te reo usage and cultural clubs. He has the experience required (4 years
as an exec member for Te Roopū Māori and the
Māori Humanities Students' Association), while still
bringing a fresh perspective.
Plus his campaign video was easily the best since
Ryan Edgar and Zac Gawns’ naked motorbike ride
on the beach in 2014.

Tony Ballantyne to actually front up to students of

We have faith that Pou has the passion to get shit

the humanities restructure and how it would affect

done, and the ability to do it right.

postgrads. As a volunteer for Critic she exposed a
major sexual harassment scandal at NZUSA. She

By Joel MacManus and Charlie O’Mannin,

has achieved more for student representation than

Critic Editor and News Editor

most members of the exec have this year, and it’s
not even her job.
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Letters | Critic Te Arohi

This is the first OUSA Election I’ve actually paid attention to, so cheers for that.
James seems cool and collected, Laura
seems super passionate and strongwilled. Since I go to you guys for my news
and drinks recommendations, I want to
ask who you think would be the better
prez? Can’t we have a co-presidency or
something?

Please email letters to critic@critic.co.nz

Letter of the week wins a $30
voucher from University Book Shop!

Letter
of the
Week

Grandma Tits Are Yuck
Dear Critic,
What the hell has happened to your booze
reviews? Are they written by a 12 year old
boy? There's a line between funny and plain
gross. Talking in great detail about suckling
your grandmother's/mother's sagging tits is
very unnecessary. Please find a new writer.
Love,
Not Into Incest

Letters to the
Editor
Oi, Move Tables!
Dear “Guy Stuck At A Small Table With Too
Many People”
In the time it took you to write that paragraph you could have moved their shit and
solved the problem yourself without whinging to Critic.
Yours Truly,
No one cares

Tell Me What To Think
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up to be the most wholesome one to
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of the democratic process - but when
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opposing opinion, you do the opposite;
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Editor’s Response: Our aim for this election is to have the most detailed analysis
of the election that is possible given the
short time we have for coverage. We have
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and to the heart of the issues. I hope that
lives up to your expectations.
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Presidential debate
draws largest
crowd in years
By Joel MacManus, Charlie O’Mannin and Nat Moore

UBar was humming, as the crowd murmured in sur-

right to run in this election. He hit back at Laura

advice. It may have been sought afterwards, but

prised disbelief that people had actually showed up

on her lack of experience, saying “the last person

it was NOT the reason the exec didn’t ban tickets.

for an OUSA presidential debate. “What is going

who sat in on every exec meeting and thought

They voted because of their own opinions; there

on?” they whispered. “Does everyone think it’s pint

they could do the job was Hugh Baird” to massive

was never any mention of lawyers.]

night? Did they get the day wrong?

applause.

Yes, weirdly, people actually showed up to see a

[Laura gets a shot to the ribs but James gets big

name the exec’s biggest failure this year.

laughs]

Laura said it was the Critic censorship protest, “In

debate between two nerds that wanted to run a
student union.
Critic did a quick headcount and got 135 people.
Decent.
Moderators Esme Hall and Jamie Green kicked it
off by asking about the canditates' personal experiences. Laura spoke about her experience in the
army and said “I was never quite that good at taking
orders… I’m just as opinionated now as then.”
James spoke about exec experience and said he
“has the skills to step up.”
[Laura wins this section for being more personable and open]
When asked to open up and let the crowd know
“the real you,” Laura said she was “not afraid to fail,”
“strong willed and empathetic” and “will take every

Laura took a massive dive in audience appeal when
she named reforming subcommittees as her top
policy. No one cares about that and it’s boring.
James said the most important thing was a strong
presence in the DCC election. “Last time it was a
fight just to get a voting booth on campus. The DCC
constantly undermines student voters,” he said.

Things sparked up again when they were asked to

less than 12 hours, I had 400 students signed up
to protest - not just politics students, just students
that read Critic and care. The only reason OUSA
got involved is because I showed up and had to
practically beg you guys.”
James defended himself, saying he was in the Critic
office with Laura as soon as the thing broke. He said
the exec hadn’t been political enough, and needed

[James takes an easy win here]

to be more active at local and national elections.

Then there was some boring shit about dealing with

[Laura was emotive and impactful but James

bad exec members. Nothing happened.

undercut her well. Tie.]

[Tie]

Then they had a sculling race.

Laura pulled it back with a powerful answer about

[James wins for drinking his beer fastest]

OUSA needing to stand up to the uni more. “OUSA
has this idea that if we stand up [to the uni], they

The first half was over. There was only one thing

will close the door… we can stand up and fight

that could quell the rising temper of the crowd: the

James said his favourite beer was Speight’s, that his

back… but you need protests if you’re not being

smooth, smooth sounds of Dunedin’s most iconic

Mum would say he is a “lovely boy”, but that his Dad

listened to.”

Dunedin Sound band, The Shitz.

James agreed with Laura.

Critic got random UBar patron Jeff Chaucer to write

opportunity.”

would be very disappointed in him.

a review of the gig:

[James wins this section for being funnier]

[Laura wins this bit]

Shit got juicy when they were each asked why

When asked about why the exec didn’t vote to ban

live music, and I’m not a virgin. So it was with no

people shouldn’t vote for their opponent. Laura

tickets, despite a student referendum vote in favour,

little anthropological froth that I descended into the

said James struggles to be decisive and he “doesn’t

James said that OUSA legally couldn’t, because of

Breathas epicentre to do my civic duty (listen to

stick his neck out unless he already knows he has

legal advice which said it breached freedom of

OUSA nerds make promises they can’t keep to an

the backing.”

association.

audience that doesn’t care).

James defended himself, saying he was the first

[FACT CHECK: Critic attended all those meetings

person on the exec to stand up for Josh Smythe’s

and we have never heard anything about legal

“I’ve never been to U-Bar before, because I hate

When the first half of the debate ended, I was there-

Caitlin Barlow-Groome, OUSA President, was spot-

“The chick has been more onto it. The guy has

fore sorely tempted to fuck off. But then a palpable

ted cutting some mean shapes on the d-floor and

mostly just had one-liners; she’s been consistent.”

roil of enthusiasm waved through the crowd. The

(poorly) attempting dirty dancing lifts with OUSA

person next to me, a mature English student called

Finance officer Sam Smith (not that Sam Smith).

Katlyn Doob, woke up.

Everyone was getting progressively more wasted.

“Laura has seemed better; I liked her more, but she
seemed a bit unconfident for a lot of it.”

Including the candidates. Rumours have it they

“I liked her, because the James guy seemed like

were pre-drinking together before going on stage.

he was just playing the crowd. He had a bunch of

She looked at me with antique contempt and

Laura’s answers became increasingly terse and

mates there and he just seems to be playing to

hobbled to the front of the stage, to shake her

James started insulting the questions and then the

them.”

moneymaker like a true thot.

audience instead of properly answering.

The Shitz, a slacker-punk quartet currently defin-

Jamie started having to yell for people to shut

ing/re-defining the New Dunedin Sound, had been

the fuck up every few minutes, only for the

booked to play in the interval. But at the time, all

chatter to immediately swell back up. The mod-

I knew was that the music —- post-ironic mash-

erators switched to audience questions, which

ups of John Mayer and Marvin Gaye (who wouldn’t

only cemented the shitshow, with people shouting

want to be healed, sexually, by The Shitz?), tender

inaudibly across the room at each other, the crowd

covers of Britney Spears and Post Malone, and a

getting bored and taking no notice and erupting

“Yeah, he’s been the strongest. He seems confi-

feral, transportive version of House of the Rising

into meaningless cheers whenever either of the

dent.”

Sun —- was taking me to a place that I can only

candidates looked like they were about to stop

describe as religious.

talking.

The shitty caterpillar of the debate’s first half had

Critic stopped listening and went and got a drink.

Also, you can’t just point to his past and say he

turned into a butterfly of rare, fragile beauty. It was a

When we came back it was over.

hasn’t learnt from it; he might have grown and got

“What’s going on?” I asked her.

[The Shitz win]
The second half slowly descended into madness.
People coming in for the later gig added a rowdier
undercurrent which only amplified the already
pumping atmosphere.

“I think Laura, but it’s a way harder decision than
last year.”
Comments for James:
“I dunno, but the guy seems more articulate to me”

“James because he gave more concrete examples
and he was able to point to actual achievement.

new skills and be more capable now. He also seems

shame it had to fly away. But that’s what butterflies
do… they fly.”

“Laura seemed more well-spoken”

So Who Won?

more confident.”

Our very unscientific poll of 10 undecided voters

more down the middle and reliable. You can’t

came back with a result of 6/4 in favour of Laura.

always get things by protesting; you’ve got to work

Comments for Laura:

“Laura seems more radical and protest-y, he seems

with people.”

“The girl seems like she’s done better; I trust her”

Critic Te Arohi | News
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The Great Critic
Debate Review Thing
By Joel MacManus and Charlie O’Mannin

FINANCE
Bonnie Harrison and Norhan El Sanjak
Norhan didn’t show up because she hadn’t finished

She was strongly in favour of communicating the

connotations of the disastrous Real Change ticket

her family file, so this was just a weird one-on-one

things that OUSA have been doing to students,

from 2016. She concluded by saying, “I’m loud, I’m

interview.

praising the exec roundup videos as a good start,

proud, and I won’t shut up”.

Bonnie has a very good speaking voice. She thinks
the finance officer doesn’t need that much financial expertise, because OUSA already has in-house

“And we can do more”. Including talking to the
media. Critic is strongly in support of this (see
page 13).

accountants, which is fair to be honest. Instead,

She said repealing VSM was the reason she ran.

they need to be “decisive and firm and have a

She repeatedly referred to herself as “loud,” and

clear vision”.

used the term “real change” a lot, despite the

Our Winner: I mean, there was only one person
there. Bonnie wins by default. Although Esme Hall
did do a pretty great job as moderator; she wins
our runner-up award.

EDUCATION
Andre Castaing, Rafael Clarke, William Dreyer
Everyone in this debate were massive nerds. They

Andre said, “As much as a protest sounds great,

dents being more aware of their rights was the

used the words “transparency,” “consultancy” and

the way to take the fight to them is by sitting on

most important.

“committee” a lot.

committees,” and pointed out that he currently sits

Andre wants wifi in every lecture and for the exam
timetable to come out earlier. Will wants podcasts

on the Education Committee and is already pushing
for change through that committee.

for every paper. Raf wants transparency and con-

Raf pushed for more “intellectual diversity” in the

sultation.

university and for more cross-crediting of papers.

Andre and Will hit out at each other over whether

Andre thought the most important issue was

or not protests work. Will claimed credit for organ-

getting more internal exams so that courseload

ising the censorship protest earlier this year, which

can be spread throughout the year. Will opted for

he said “shows I can get it done”.

podcasting lectures, and Raf reckoned that stu-

Our Winner: Tie between Andre and Will. Andre
won if you value committee work more and Will
won if you value protests and activism. Raf did fine
but got lost a bit in between two strong speakers.

WELFARE
Kerrin Robertson-Scanlon and Andrew Rudolph
There wasn’t really any argument or disagreement in the Welfare debate. Everyone that runs for
Welfare is just super nice all the time so nothing
interesting ever happens. These two are apparently

committee, which was almost sickly sweet.
They both agreed that mental health is the most
important welfare issue facing students.

even campaigning together, which makes abso-

The most interesting part of the debate was when

lutely no sense. They said that regardless of who

Andrew spoke about being a drug addict for many

wins, they would both want the other to be on their

years and how that shaped his understanding of

struggle. “It makes you understand how you’re
looked down upon by society; the trouble that you
have accessing services.”
Our Winner: No winner. There can’t be a winner if
you’re on the same side. What even is this election?

Administrative Vice-President
Matthew Schep, Porourangi Templeton-Reedy, Roger Yan
Pou wants to see OUSA make a big push to nor-

paigns Officer, and Matthew is heavily involved with

Our winner: Pou. Roger was an engaging speaker,

malise te reo and revitalise cultural clubs. Matt

clubs, including Students for Environmental Action.

but failed to break through because, like Matt, he

prioritised repealing VSM, while Roger just used
the word “continuity” a bunch.

When asked what set them apart from their contenders, Pou emphasised his Māoritanga and

Roger talked very loudly and very quickly. He said

different cultural perspective, Matt pointed to his

his top achievement on the exec this year was

“boots on the ground experience” in activism, and

making exec roundup videos.

Roger said the word “continuity” again. You can’t

All of the candidates are experienced. Pou’s been

spent too much time focused on internal intricate
OUSA details. Pou had a better focus on outward-facing issues that actually affect students,
and clearly connected more with the audience
(although they were mostly his mates).

say he doesn’t practise what he preaches.

on the Te Roopū Māori exec twice, once as the

When asked who would be their second choice

Tumuaki Tuarua, the equivalent of the OUSA

after themselves, Roger said Pou and Pou said

Vice-President, Roger is the current OUSA Cam-

Roger and Matt wouldn’t answer the question.

Critic Te Arohi | News
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Colleges
Jesse Drake, Findlay Campbell, Jack Manning
Both Jesse and Findlay are RAs and, predictably,

look at workshops that address what consent

leges officers who he described as being “really

want RAs to get paid more. “We’ve got a tough

looks like in the “real world”.

really crap”. He said that he’s going to fix this by

job and deserve to be paid right,” said Jesse. Findlay said that most RAs “have to get a second job
to pay to go to college as well as live there,” and
called the situation “Incredibly unfair”.

OUSA push to convince halls to allow third-party
experts to run programs instead, as he didn’t trust

trying really hard to get the Colleges to respect
him. Critic wishes him luck and are generally in
favour of sneaking around as it seems more fun.

the halls to run adequate workshops, saying “Halls

When asked what made the candidates different

In non-RA related policy, Jesse wants to cam-

approach everything as an insular problem, but the

from each other Findlay said “What, why I’m differ-

paign against sexual violence around campus.

support is inadequate”.

ent from the other two white guys sitting up here?

He wants to push to “change the dialogue we
have at this University around consent. People
do stupid shit, they get on the piss, and they
let themselves down, they let their community
down, and quite frankly it’s not good enough”.
He acknowledges that there are already consent
10

Findlay reckoned it was more important that

workshops in the Colleges but wants to also

It’s sometimes hard for Colleges Officers to get
into Colleges to connect with the freshers. Jesse
wants to exploit his ins with RAs to sneak into the
Colleges and secretly spread the word of OUSA.
Findlay blamed the poor relationship between
OUSA and the Colleges on some previous Col-

No, no real difference I don’t think”.
Jack didn’t attend because he’s on exchange.
Our Winner: Pretty close, but Findlay pipped it. Jesse
and Findlay were both solid, but Findlay seemed
more prepared and showed a more in-depth understanding of the role and the issues at play.

Campaigns
Sam Purchas, Adam Currie, Georgia Mischefeshi-Gray, Henri Faulkner
Either they all had the same idea or everyone

their fingers [Critic became slightly aroused].

just copied Sam because he spoke first; they all

They’re totally opposed to students and trying to

seemed to want to get rid of single-use plastic

please their old mates and regulate everything.

in the uni. Georgia said she already lives with-

They’re waging a full-scale war on fun”.

out single-use plastic, which Critic, who today
complained that eating slushy cups with normal
spoons instead of disposable plastic ones made
them “taste of metal,” considers showing-off.
Adam wants OUSA to appoint a Sustainability
officer, which seems like another poorly defined
position where it’s hard to tell if people are doing
meaningful work *COUGHFinanceRecreactionCollegesCampaignsCOUGH*

notoriously hard, this doesn’t seem like a bad idea.
The candidates sparked up when talking about
repealing VSM (Voluntary Student Membership
for those of us not too deep into student politics

Adam hit back, saying that more DCC regulation

to ever claw their way out). Adam said it was

would mean better flats. Sam repeated that the

“shackling us,” Henry said he would “relish the

DCC should “withdraw their tendrils” at which

opportunity to fight,” and Sam said that it was

point Critic left and masturbated in a nearby

“good in theory, but has worked awfully” because

bathroom stall.

the uni has too much control over OUSA. Georgia

Henri seems like he really wanted to run for Recreation but didn’t want to run against Josh. He wants
to run wellness campaigns to help people’s health

said she didn’t know what it was, but suddenly
‘remembered’ and said she was “against anything
compulsory”. Good save, Georgia, good save.

and flatting campaigns to ensure that rents wouldn’t

Our Winner: Sam, with Adam a close second.

The debate came alive when Adam and Sam

increase as a result of higher student numbers. He

While his ideology seems all over the place, Sam

started going at each other about the DCC. Adam

also said he wants to “take some of the burden

gets credit for being outspoken and opinionated

wants OUSA to make more submissions to DCC

off” the Welfare Officer. Seeing as Campaigns is

about a lot of things and for saying more than

policy, while Sam wants the DCC to “withdraw

a bullshit role that shouldn’t exist and Welfare is

generic platitudes.

News | Critic Te Arohi

Recreation
Josh Smythe and Carl Aarsen
This was basically a contest of who can have the

Carl wants to see clubs do more community out-

at managing themselves” and said that he sees the

most fun. Carl is in the Hunting and Spearfishing

reach, things like beach cleanups, to improve how

job as providing “interclub co-ordination”.

club, the Tramping Club and the Rock Climbing

the community views students. Ok? Seems like an

Club. Josh is the incumbent Recreation Officer, was

odd thing to prioritise.

the President of the Fire and Circus club, and is an
“elite level partier,” who “gets amongst Pint Night,
Castle, and Hyde”.

Josh admitted that the Recreation Officer doesn’t

Our Winner: Josh, I guess? It’s hard to pick a winner
here because Recreation is basically a pointless
position that does nothing. But Josh was funnier.

really have to do much, “The clubs are really good

International
Sabrina Alhady and Clare Adams
This debate was boring and Joel nearly fell asleep. Claire

They’re both experienced candidates and both

Our winner: Draw/Don’t Mind. Both of them spoke

wants to see a push for more integration of international

seem like they’d be fine for the job.

fine, and there wasn’t enough genuine disagree-

students into Dunners culture, and help them through

Claire claimed she had more policy experience and

ment for either of them to come out on top. The

struggles like finding flats and affording food. Sabrina

would be the “advocate and activism candidate”.

Union Grill smells real good from here.

wanted to be more focused on breaking the stigma of

Sabrina said she had more experience running

mental health for people coming from countries that

events, which to be fair is a large part of the Inter-

might not acknowledge mental health issues.

national Officer’s role.

POSTGRAD
Sinead Gill and Dermot Frengley
Easily the best debate of the day. Sinead pushed

pointing out that the University Senate, which the

Sinead insisted that, even if she lost, she would still be

her activism experience in pushing for meetings

Postgrad Officer sits on, is making the decision in

“a thorn in OUSA’s side, [and] their keenest advocate.

with the Humanities Vice-Chancellor and organis-

just two weeks on the future of the Art History pro-

If Dermott get it, I will still be here; I don’t think he will”.

ing the student forum on Student Health changes.

gramme, saying, “We need someone that’s ready to

Dermott responded, “you don’t need a license to care”.

Dermott admitted he didn’t have the same expe-

fight now”. Dermott insisted he was ready, despite not

rience, but said he’s “been here for five years, I’ve

having Sinead’s experience.

seen it in real life. I care about these things”.

Our Winner: Sinead. Dermott put up a good performance, but was basically overwhelmed because

On the topic of bad postgrad supervisors, Sinead

Sinead is a super freak that knows everything about

Dermot wants to run more professional develop-

said OUSA needed to step up and be a mediator

postgrad issues and has basically appointed herself

ment events, Sinead hit back saying that wasn’t

to ensure departments are getting the right people.

as an unelected exec member and does more work

the job of the Postgrad Officer. Dermott backped-

Dermott wanted to do a big review where OUSA

than half of them anyway.

alled and said he wanted to “facilitate them,” not

talks to as many postgrads as possible.

run them. Sinead hit Dermott’s lack of experience,

Critic Te Arohi | News
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OPINION: James and the Giant Pile of Broken Promises
By Sam McChesney

12

In 2012, Francisco Hernandez was elected OUSA

nobody could say where the funding was meant

dent—a voter drive ahead of the DCC elections. In

President with a manifesto (or “Franifesto”) con-

to come from, where the centre would be located,

further correspondence, he’s outlined a few more,

taining over 100 policies. He spent the following

or how many students the centre could actually

mostly continuations of ongoing projects but also

year meticulously checking his progress against

treat; and the implications—administrative, legal,

measures to improve OUSA’s engagement with te

these pledges, eventually delivering around

cultural—of turning OUSA into a healthcare pro-

ao Māori. These are good policies, but they hardly

two-thirds of what he’d promised and making a

vider weren’t even addressed.

amount to a vision, or even a platform. And based

good-faith effort on most of the rest.

Even though seven members of Unity were

on his record—two elections won and a series of
major promises abandoned—it’s fair to question

In 2016, four members of the Your Voice ticket,

elected, a clear majority of the exec, and the well-

including current presidential candidate James

ness centre was their flagship policy, we haven’t

Heath, were elected on a platform of buying a food

heard a single peep about it this year. It’s almost

It’s worth remembering that James had already

truck to sell fries to drunk students. (Priorities.)

as though the policy were complete bullshit and

served on the exec for a year when he attached

They immediately ditched their flagship policy to

none of them actually believed in it.

his name to the wellness centre, despite the idea’s

curry favour with their new colleagues (many of
whom rightly hated the policy). When challenged
about this last year, James tried to paint his ticket’s
actions as a noble gesture of compromise. Like
Mandela, or something.
Last year James was re-elected to the Executive
with two pledges, one of which he’s implemented
and one of which has run aground on the rocks of
OUSA’s employment policy. But he also joined the
Unity ticket, who collectively offered a ridiculous
platform of vague buzzphrases (“maximise experience”; “ensure best health”), and a promise to build

(Side note: when I contacted James before this
article went to print, he insisted that the wellness
centre was “not my policy” and that he had “made
this clear during the election” last year, which
would come as a great surprise to anybody who
followed that contest.)
James, Roger Yan, Norhan El Sanjak, and Josh
Smythe are all former Unity candidates who are
running for re-election this year despite completely failing to deliver on the promises they’d
made, stupid as those promises were.

a “wellness centre” to address student mental

At the time of writing, James has publicly

health issues. The centre hadn’t been costed;

announced just one real pledge in his bid for presi-
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why we should believe him.

many, obvious, and crippling flaws. Either he still
hadn't figured out what OUSA actually does, which
makes him an idiot, or he thinks policies are just a
thing you say to get elected, which makes him all
the worst cliches about politicians.
James is the most experienced candidate for
president and he’s probably going to win. But if he
really wants to improve OUSA’s engagement with
regular students, he’ll need to dispel the image of
student politicians as self-serving and insincere.
And unless he can account for his history of idiotic,
empty promises, he’s the wrong person to do that.

OPINION: OUSA Needs Some Fucking Balls
By Joel MacManus
OUSA desperately needs a President and an exec-

isation that if they say something, local media will

criticised them for it. The Uni fucking fell over

utive that are willing to actually start a fight with

pick up on it.

themselves trying to appease the media and make

the University. We need to demand change, not
suck up and beg for it.

At the moment Critic has to fight to get OUSA
to write a press release (or even to get comment

themselves look better, and we had the Proctor in
our office the very next day apologising.

In the last couple of decades, OUSA made a big

on our stories). In comparison we get ten a day

If, instead of politely asking the Uni to not cut Art

effort to professionalise and pretend that they’re

from the University, which are all printed the next

History, OUSA had put out a strongly worded press

big important grownups, in the hope that the Uni

day verbatim in the ODT and credited to “staff

release to the ODT, they’d have a headline along

will take them seriously and listen to the things

reporter”.

the lines of “OUSA Calls Art History Cuts ‘Heart-

they say in committee meetings.

Every single time the exec votes on a policy posi-

less’”. Suddenly the Uni is on the back foot and it’s
their responsibility to justify the cuts.

What’s happened instead is that Uni has taken OUSA

tion, they should be announcing it on Facebook and

for granted. They do just enough to humour them

writing a press release. It’s not that fucking hard.

It’s the exact same with the DCC. Stop making

without actually giving a shit what they have to say.

“OUSA is adamantly against cuts to the Art History

submissions and begging for change. When the

Department and will vow to fight these short-

DCC elections come around next year, OUSA

sighted cuts,” or “We oppose cuts to the number

needs to stop being so fucking passive and flex

of second year student at Selwyn. This decision

their political muscle. Endorse some candidates,

Yes, OUSA needs to do the behind-the-scenes

should not be made without proper student con-

demand some policy changes, get something

stuff negotiating with the Uni, but they also need

sultation.” Every time OUSA makes a proposal or is

done. If OUSA tells 20,000 students to vote for

to be activists, and that’s something they’ve for-

blindsided by the Uni on something, the Exec should

candidate X, that is going to make a difference.

goed entirely. One exec member this year opposed

be ringing every journalist in the country.

The only time the Uni listens to OUSA is when the
Uni wants to. We need a new approach.

protesting the censorship of Critic because “Protesting never achieved anything”. What the fuck
are you talking about and what the fuck are you
doing running a UNION if you believe that?

Vote for a president and an exec that is actually

The University is terrified of bad press. Terrified.

going to be willing to make demands and stand

OUSA needs to take advantage of that by being

up for you. Don’t vote for someone who wants to

willing to get their advocacy into the media. Call

suck up to the Uni and get a nice reference from

them out, and they will respond.

Harlene on their CV.

OUSA has the ability to get messaging out to a

When the University destroyed thousands of

fuckton of people – they have a Facebook page

copies of Critic this year, we immediately con-

with 30,000 likes, and they’re a big enough organ-

tacted every media outlet we could find and
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OPINION: Tickets Are Dead and Critic Is Claiming
Full Credit
By Charlie O’Mannin
Not a single ticket is running for this year’s OUSA

a lot of the people who are running already know

Review Committee to limit tickets. As Colleges

election. Critic has won its long war on OUSA

each other, and that’s fine. People who are already

Officer Norhan El Sanjak admitted, “We were all

election tickets and are in the process of killing all

clued in about OUSA and involved with student

on a ticket; we might be a bit biased”.

our horses, saying goodbye to the trenches and

politics have a greater knowledge base to bring

boarding the steamer for home.

the role and people who know each other can

In the past three years, a total of 30 OUSA Exec
positions have been elected. 26 of those went to

support each other through running for the exec,
which is a difficult thing to do.

However, not a single ticket emerged come election time. Critic’s long and exhausting fight seems
to be over. One of the candidates currently running told me that running on a ticket this election

a candidate on a ticket. There were undoubtedly

Critic has been campaigning against tickets ever

was considered “political suicide”. Good. As Sam

some good candidates on those tickets, but there

since large successful tickets caused some of

McChesney so elegantly put it in 2017, “Fuck tick-

were also a lot of bad candidates, particularly in

the most dysfunctional execs in recent history,

ets. Fuck them in every damn hole”.

the 10 hour roles, who rode in on the coattails of

gloriously epitomised in the “Real Change” ticket,

their tickets. Hopefully the ticket-less election will

whose President and Vice-President had a mas-

mean we see a higher calibre of exec member next

sive falling out in 2016, leading to the President

year as candidates will be forced to run on their

refusing to step foot on OUSA property.

own policies and strengths as an individual.

However, tickets may be dead, but they could still
rise from the grave. There’s nothing stopping tickets returning for next year’s election and starting
the cycle of shitty execs all over again. Hopefully

Recently the exec refused to vote to ban or

next year an exec that didn’t all get in on a ticket

This does not mean that a lot of the candidates in

limit tickets, despite students voting in favour

might actually vote to ban them and hammer a

the election aren’t heavily associated with OUSA

of banning them last referendum, and despite

stake through that particular vampire for good.

or know each other. As the image above shows,

the recommendation of OUSA’s own Elections
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Findlay

Henri

OK dude, we know you’re rocking the pedo ‘stache for some
inexplicable reason. It’s already
not a great look considering
you’re going for Colleges Officer where you have to hang out
with a bunch of young, supple
freshers.
But why would you then choose
this photo as your campaign
poster? You couldn’t have a
creepier expression if you tried.

We get it, you’re swole. I don’t

Andrew

Adam

Where to start with this? Well, I

Clearly got the wrong memo,

guess there’s only one place to

because his posters were all put

start, and to end. Cat memes.

up sideways.

know why the cut-out of his body
was necessary, but it did help to
make him look even more swole.

2011 called, it wants its internet
jokes back.

Sam

Dermot

Who are you? What do you look

Clearly going for a Colin Kaeper-

like? Where did you come from?

nick spoof, but it just comes

Where did you go? Where did you

across as an ad for depression.

come from Cotton-Eye Joe?

And not an ad against depression; we mean an ad promoting
depression.
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Critic Saves Lost Dog
We’re the best.
By Joel MacManus
She’s graced the cover of New Zealand’s best

over fences, and has repeatedly got picked up by

but before they showed up remembered that

dog-related student magazine, and now her fame

Animal Control.

her friend had showed her the Critic cover with

has got her out of trouble with the law.
16

Anthony bought a perimeter column, which worked

Maya’s photo, put together that it was the same
dog, found the article, and Facebooked Anthony.

Maya, the beautiful border collie – husky cross that

for a while but then broke. Last week he and his part-

graced the cover of GOODBOY magazine (better

ner left the house to get a drink at New New New,

“It must have been one hell of a fast Facebook

known as the Critic Dogs Issue), escaped her

hoping that the broken collar would at least be enough

stalk, because she found me within minutes.”

backyard last Friday, but was saved from spending

of a mind-game to trick Maya into not escaping.

a weekend in the pound after a reader recognised
her from the cover of the magazine, and found her
owner’s name in the article about her.

Animal Control, and although he was late, he was

Anthony got a Facebook request from a woman

able to rescue Maya from the back of the truck

he had never heard of before, which he at first

before they took her away.

Anthony Doornbos, OUSA Designer and Maya’s

“thought was a scam,” but turned out to be a mes-

owner, said that Maya was “A bit of an escape

sage saying “I think we have your dog”.

artist”. Over the past few months, she has made

Amelia Walker had found Maya outside the

several escapes by jumping through windows and

Dunedin Ice Stadium, and called Animal Control,
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Anothny raced across town to get there before

Unfortunately it didn’t work. While at the brewery,

“The cover, and the fame she got from it saved her
from a weekend in the pound.”

OUSA Introduces Alternative Vote for Elections
Critic writes very boring article that might just have a joke at the end
By Char lie O’Mannin
This year OUSA is changing its voting system from

vote count. If No Confidence doesn’t get over 50%

AV was introduced after 71.5% of students voted

First Past the Post to Alternate Vote (AV). Under

in the first round then it will have failed and will be

for it in the 2017 OUSA Referendum, and after the

AV voters rank the candidates they want instead

removed. This means that it is more difficult for No

large number of Presidential candidates running in

of voting only for a single candidate.

Confidence to win an election.

last year’s election meant that the winning candidate

The winning candidate has to reach over 50% of

Voters can also choose not to rank candidates, in

the vote to be declared the winner. If that doesn’t

which case their votes drop off if their candidate

I was lying; there isn’t a joke at the end. I just

happen in the first round then the lowest polling

isn’t selected in the first round of voting.

tricked you into reading a whole article worth of

candidate will drop off the ballot and their voters’
second preference candidates will receive their
votes. If after this no one has over 50% of the votes,
then this process continues until someone does.
Initially, No Confidence is included in the overall

Cam Meads, OUSA Administrative Vice-President,
said, "It’s very difficult for any vote to be wasted
under AV. Each elected representative will legiti-

only got 32.5% of the vote, hardly a great mandate.

boring election detail. Unless you just skipped
down here after reading the subtitle, in which case
you’ve outmanoeuvred me.

mately represent the majority of voters which is a
great step forward for OUSA."

17
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ODT

Watch

The Week the ODT Yet Again Chose to Give a Racist a Platform

By Charlie O'Mannin

If you’ve ever wondered how we manage to write ODT Watch, let
the ODT itself explain,

You see it’s funny because… oh no wait, it’s not funny; it’s just racist.

Sure, ODT, you keep telling yourselves that.
This week the ODT have tightened up on giving absolutely any
clues as to an article’s contents in the headline.

[insert joke here; I’ve given up too]
18

Then the ODT’s pathetic rip-off of the Booze Reviews has a crazy
new diet tip.

The ODT only gets half their calories from alcohol? They have clearly
never had a Cruiser [this joke brought to you by Swilliam Shakesbeer,
who has a monopoly on alcohol related content in Critic].
Next, a Māori Language Week catch-up from big ol’ racist Tremain.

TThen some paranoid rambling from the opinion section,

I hate to say this ODT, but the flowers were definitely mocking you.
And then we have the ODT reporting on a magic woman.

SHE DID NOT ‘RECALL’; SHE WAS THREE MONTHS OLD; WHAT
IS THIS SHIT.
And finally, a classic of ODT Watch; the ODT reporting on something not happening.

Is there a proposal to extend the runway that got rejected? Is a
group of citizens demanding the runway lengthen? Nope. The
ODT asked the airport if they’re going to extend the runway and
they said no. That’s news, baby.

You see it’s funny because… oh no wait, it’s not funny; it’s just racist.

News | Critic Te Arohi

The Critical Tribune
Dunedin's Most Accurate News Source Since1653

Simon Bridges Proves He’s a Regular Kiwi
Bloke by Drinking a $20 Craft Beer

Colgate Stops Making Toothpaste After
Learning That Fluoride Is a Neurotoxin

Simon Bridges today proved that he can be down-to-earth and relatable to the regular kiwi bloke, by posting a filtered image of himself
wearing a ironed and pressed work shirt, while standing near a barbeque and drinking a $20 pint of hazy east coast India Pale Ale from
some brewery you’ve never heard of.

Major international conglomerate Colgate-Palmolive has announced
they will be ceasing production of all lines of toothpaste and mouthwash after a sales rep attended a lecture in Dunedin on why fluoride
is evil and wants to kill your babies.

“Cor blimey, I drink beer too, he must be just like me,” said a dirt-covered farmer at a rural pub.

Report: Matt Got Hot
Photo caption:Matt in year 11
Woah, Matt got real hot since high school, according to new reporting
from your friend Courtney.
Matt had not been seen since he switched to a different school in
year 11, at which point he was very scrawny, was unsuccessfully
attempting to grow a moustache, and used approximately one tub
of Rock Waxx every day.
If accurate, these reports could prove to be a real game changer for
both yours and Matt’s sex lives.

A spokesperson said it was a moral issue for the company: “We
couldn’t in good conscience keep selling our undeniably dangerous
products after seeing this very convincing and not at all scientifically
misleading presentation. It made me sick.”

Record Turnout for OUSA Election Forum
After Kevin Attends
The OUSA executive is “ecstatic” about the turnout to an election
forum this year, after one student named Kevin showed up. “This is
unprecedented,” said Campaigns Officer Roger Yan, “having Kevin
come along shows that we really are reaching students outside of
the exec #studentengagement”.
Kevin told the Tribune that he was looking for the toilets. The Tribune
informed him they were around the corner, and he left.
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Art by Lon van Elk
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It’s important that you realize that money must go
out to come back in. Also, how neat are waves?

Pis

us
ari

Aq

u

horOscopes
ce

s

Anal beads are flying in over the horizon. At precisely 3.47pm on weds, duck.

Wooshhh woosh.
20 − Feb

18

Feb
1

that you tramp and do yoga

es

Ari

Jupiter and Venus are aligning which means
that you’re about to have a great week of sex.

9 - Mar

20

s
ru

Tau

J an

Self-Medication Technique: A cup of gumboot

Self-Medication Technique: Telling everyone

This will be a week of rediscovering all those
key adult things like cleaning your room and
wiping the bench and vacuuming the kitchen.

Self-Medication Technique: Headspace App

m

r 21 − Apr

Self-Medication Technique: One shot of tequila

(incredibly calm British guy’s voice is orgasmic)

19

ini

Spring is blowing in with north easterlies and it’s
confusing as hell. That’s ok, September is half over

Ap

Ca
n

Ge

Ma

every night after dinner

r 20 − May 20

ce

r

Humans are relational beings. You’ve been isolating
yourself recently. It’s time to get back on the horse,
get some mates over for a BBQ or potluck and soak

now. Just focus on your goals and you’ll be ok.

in those vibes.

Self-Medication Technique: Taking your meds
because looking after yourself is so gorgeous

Ju

You’re alright. Just stop drinking four coffees in

go

the morning.

n 21 − July

22

Celestial lines are punching through magnetic
clouds, aligning with octal nodes, meaning that you
need to stop holding the pee in at night. Just go to

Self-Medication Technique: Lying face down
ly 23 − Aug 2

2

2
Au
g 23 - Sept 2

o

ra

on the carpet

Psoriasis is a sign from the gods that you need to

o
rpi

Self-Medication Technique: Enabling those you

Self-Medication Technique: Binge watching TV
Oc

The end of uni is fast approaching. And you haven’t
eaten enough donuts. That will all change on Sat-

t 23 − Nov 2

ric

1

o rn

turers for sex (mainly cos it’s funny)

love and everyone around you

You will spend Thursday doing Mainies with the bois. You
will also get the chopper cross tattooed on your butt.
You will not have thought about that decision enough.

urday night.
Self-Medication Technique: Propositioning lec-

1
No
v 22 - D e c 2

Ca
p

rius

Sag
i

tta

Self-Medication Technique: Buying unnecessary shit

to do with your drinking problem. Think about it.

think about your sentence structures.
2
Se
pt 23 - Oct 2

bed. Got to be happy.

You’ve had a cold for months. This has nothing

Sc

Lib

Ju

Self-Medication Technique: Eating a whole box
of coco pops

Vir

Le o

0
Ma
y 2 1 - J un 2

tea in the morning.

9
De
c 2 2 − J an 1

Self-Medication Technique: The Vogue Wine Diet
from the ‘70s

Phake Phactz

1. Paris is the capital of Parisn’t.
2. Dogs can sense embarrassment, they lick you to further humiliate you.
3. The editor of Critic gets to live in a secret lair underneath the
university with a classy butler called Alfred for the duration of
their role.

Top Ten
ways to:

4. JFK was shot by his wife because she was mad at him for not
washing the dishes.

TO HIT ON A
STRANGER

5. At nighttime, dining tables whisper insults to the chairs that
surround them. It’s quite mean.
6. By law, if you ask an undercover cop if they are a cop, not only
do they have to tell you they are a cop, they are also legally
required to give you their gun and badge.
7. Josh Smythe’s beard is full of secrets. That’s why it’s so big.
8. When P!nk came to Dunedin she hid $1 million dollars in cash
in a box somewhere in the city for a lucky fan to find.
9. Coke Zero contains the crushed knucklebones of children who
have wronged the company. It’s listed as the ingredient “Food
Acids 338”.
10.In the film Air Bud, the dog’s real name is Millicent and it actually can play basketball in real life.

1. Open your trenchcoat and offer them some
drugs.
2. Drop $50 on the ground (without them
seeing), and then when they can see you, pick
it up and ask them if they dropped it. You’ll
look honest. NB: If they say it’s theirs, don’t
pursue this relationship.
3. Ask them really really politely if they will
remove their shirt seductively for you.

Popular BOIZ.
Tristan
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wants a mullet
If it’s not bolted down, he’ll eat it
Thinks he’s getting fat; it’s mainly booze though
Thinks he’s a snowboarder, isn’t
Takes advantage of all his friends’ power, heating and water
Smells bad because he eats like shit

4. Throw rose petals in their direction while
laughing maniacally.
5. Tell them you took a photo of yourself every
day for 12 days and exclaim that the results
will SHOCK them!
6. Follow them and create a soundtrack to
their life. It could include mysterious ominous
humming, happy ukulele strums, whatever the
mood demands.
7. Offer to fix them a sandwich.
8. Pretend to be dying to get them to give you

B. Ike Thi’ef
• Has whiskers
• Wears a red scarf
• Works at Radio1(??)

mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.
9. Stare into their eyes for as long as humanly
possible. Cats do this, and everyone likes cats.
10.Ask them if it’s you they’re looking for.
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I ACCIDENTALLY
SMOKE LACED WEED
AND IT FUCKED ME UP
By Another Anonymous Author

Weed is fucking terrifying. Not a statement that

that is most definitely one of them (for the record I

you hear very often as for most people who use

didn’t shit myself). Then it turned into a dog, a horse

the drug it is a relatively positive experience, for me

and a cow among other common animals. The cast

however this is not the case. Here is my story of a

of Back to the Barnyard eventually fucked off out

2-day drug trip that has put me off any other illicit

of my room and I got a bit of peace. However, this

substances for life, which started with just some

nightmare had lasted the whole night and it was

weed, a bong, and trouble sleeping.

time to get ready to go study, at least it was over

It began when I was telling my flatmate about the
trouble I was having sleeping, I was tired and des38

started going up. Fuck.

perate to try anything. He recommended that I try

I got myself to the library to study for exams and

some of his weed that he used, fuck it, I’d tried a

decided to have a wee break before I got into it.

bit before but never really felt anything so decided

10 minutes later my mates asked me if I wanted

to give it a go. We went outside, had a few cones

to go grab some dinner. We got to the library at

and headed back into the flat. Everything was going

9am; I’d stared at my screen for nearly nine hours,

well, until I went to get some water, and it floated

completely wiped out. Safe to say that I got stuff

up to the ceiling. This is where shit started getting

all done that day. I went back to my flat, couldn’t

weird.

understand anything that was happening around

I told my flatmate that I wasn’t feeling the best and
that I should go to bed, he agreed and so I went to
my room and turned off the light. The room was
dark except for the dim, purple glow of the lightbulb. Suddenly it started to have flecks of gold, and
it grew brighter and brighter until I realised what I
was seeing, I was staring directly at God. He/She
didn’t say much, obviously not a big conversationalist, but I knew I’d fucked up. The outline of my
room and its contents began to glow fluorescent
blue, despite the room being pitch black. I thought

me and tried to sleep. It didn’t work, because I did
manage to get to sleep, but with the unfortunate
side effect of sleep paralysis. Sleep paralysis sober
is already awful, but have you ever had it when
you’re tripping balls? That shit will really fuck with
you. I couldn’t shake the feeling of dread and the
occasional hallucination until the next day. The
worst part was that all I wanted to do was to get
some sleep, but instead was awake for two days,
absolutely bloody cooked. My flatmate though? He
got one of the best sleeps of his life.

I had died, and it was the worst feeling I’ve ever had.

This was enough to put me off taking drugs, but I

I couldn’t breathe, and I was freaking out, thinking

know you absolute breathers love the occasional

that this would be the rest of my eternity.

drag on the Broccoli among other things. Just make

Excerpts of what was going through my head
include “Holy shit I’ve died, Mum’s going to fucking kill me,” “Maybe I should Google how not to
be dead, but then they’d know that I’m dead,” and
“Archduke Franz Ferdinand is behind everything,
I finally understand”. Eventually I had the idea of
turning my light back on and everything went back
to normal, I was in the clear. That was until the tiger
came out of my wall. There are few justifiable reasons for shitting yourself as an adult; I think seeing
Features | Critic Te Arohi

though. I jumped into the shower, and the water

sure that you know what you’re doing, make sure
your mates are close, and keep an eye out for ol
Archduke Franz, I still reckon that fucker’s up to
something.

I WAS THE
WORLDS
WORST
DRUG DEALER
By Chelle Fitzgerald

Chelle Fitzgerald interviews a self-confessed “terrible” former drug dealer. For anonymity’s sake, we’ll
call him “Mr Drugs.”
Chelle: What drugs did you deal?
Mr. Drugs: Throughout the years I sold marijuana,
(REAL)LSD, MDMA, MDA, 2CI, 2CB and D.O.C.
(2,5-Dimethoxy-4-chloroamphetamine).
Chelle: Did you get rich and/or die trying?
Mr Drugs: No, I was too busy getting high on my own
gear and selling it cheap to my friends. I was moving
a lot but I was also using, giving away or losing a lot.

Chelle: PLEASE be the Briscoes lady.
Chelle: How long were you dealing for?
Mr Drugs: On and off for 16 years.
39

Chelle: What is your advice for up and coming
drug kingpins?
Mr Drugs: Don’t use your own gear and don’t take
too much out with you if you are getting on it - you
will lose it or give too much away, and don’t start out
in, or get into, debt.
Chelle: Did your parents know about your double life?

It was never really about the money, I was in it to pay

Mr Drugs: Yes, they were all good with it, pretty

the rent and party. I once had a deal on the go for

open-minded folks and it was my thing, not theirs.

half a kg but got cut out, still pissed about that one.
Chelle: What was the best thing that ever happened to you during your time as a drug kingpin?

Chelle: Did you do scary things like cut a guy?
Mr Drugs: I once held someone over a balcony by
their ankles, fucker owed me for over a year, left

Mr Drugs: Just the lifestyle, the friends I made, we

town, came back. I hit him up at a party and he tried

partied 24/7. And I mean party. We wanted for noth-

to be all “it’s cool bro”, then he got aggressive when I

ing [and] no one worked, so we would go for days.

said it wasn’t, I wasn’t about to take that shit in front

Chelle: What was the worst thing that ever happened during your time as a drug kingpin?
Mr Drugs: I got in debt, had the old bail up, car boot

of people so I flipped him over a railing till I got the
answer I wanted and was paid the next day.
Chelle: Do you still partake in drugs now?

opened and “if you don’t pay then you will go in here

Mr Drugs: Yes, not as much as I would like. I still love

and not come back” thing happen.

to party, I stick to MDMA; it’s far better then alcohol.

Chelle: Did you get lots of sex with models?

Chelle: If you could do it all over again, would you?

Mr Drugs: No, that’s not my thing. Normal sex life

Mr Drugs: Yes, but better.

with girlfriends and the like.
Chelle: Did you deal to anyone famous?
Mr Drugs: A Shortland Streeter and big time musos.
A few household names
Critic Te Arohi | Features
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Devilskin is a Kiwi metal band from Hamilton. They recently kicked of
their New Zealand tour in Dunedin on the 31st of August. Just before
their Dunedin gig, Victoria Ranson caught up with Paul Martin, the
bassist and founding member of Devilskin.
Critic: You’re about to go on tour around the

amazing. The demo was pretty rough *laughs* but

with. He works hard and he’s really conscientious

country, are you excited to be returning to Dune-

her voice was outstanding. I just kept an eye on her

about the music. He takes a big part of the song-

din? You were last here in 2017?

as Slipping Tongue did more and more.

writing and production duties. He's fully immersed in

Paul (Devilskin): Yeah! We were here last year,

Nail (Devilskin guitarist) and myself are good friends

we don’t like to miss Dunedin out ever on a tour

from other bands and Jennie was just such a spec-

because it’s such a fun town to play in. Union Hall

tacular singer that everyone wanted to play in a

is a great venue, that’s a favourite for us. Dunedin

band with her. So when Slipping Tongue broke up

is the first date on the tour as well so you’re gonna

we had a chance meeting and said “Hey, wanna

cop the lot. That’s gonna be massive, we can’t wait.

jam?” She had been burned a bit from the last band

We really appreciate (small towns), it’s really special
to have people giving a stuff about your band that
they want to travel to come see your show.

and wasn’t really keen to rehearse too much or play
gigs out of town. She says “Ok if we’re not going to
do much then I’ll give it a go” so we just had a jam to
see what happened and then next minute…*laughs*

it and when he’s not doing Devilskin he’s got another
band called Seeds of Conflict and they’ve been up
and down the country kicking their asses off so he’s
really busy. He’s a confident musician, he doesn’t just
play drums he also plays piano on our second album
(Be Like The River). I couldn’t be prouder, every night
when he’s playing on stage with these amazing drum
solos I still get goosebumps.
And he was only 15 when he joined the band?
I was really pestering him into the band it was either

You’re the man who formed the band. What was

The coolest thing is now that she’s married my

“Come do some gigs with us or you’re grounded.”

the inspiration behind forming the band?

wife’s little brother she’s my sister-in-law, so she’s

*laughs* We had another drummer at the time but

stuck with me now. And our drummer is my son (Nic

he had to have an operation on his shoulder so he

Martin), her nephew, so she can’t get away now.

couldn’t do this tour that we booked. So Nail, Jennie

She’s stuck with us.

and I just looked at each other and said “We have to

I had been doing a radio show called The Axe Attack,
it started out on Contact FM and then moved to The
Rock for 20 something years. Years ago I get this
demo from Jennie Skulander’s (Devilskin vocal-

So you guys are like a family band! What is it

ist) band Slipping Tongue, based in Rotorua. She

like performing with your son as the drummer?

was 16 at the time and as soon as I put it on I got
goosebumps from her voice, I just thought she was

Culture | Critic Te Arohi

It’s the coolest thing ever. Without a word of a lie he’s
definitely the best drummer I’ve ever been in a band

have Nick. We just have to.” He works really really
hard and I couldn’t be happier getting to tour the
world with my boy, you know? It’s wicked.
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Did you guys have any idea the amount of success your band would get when you first got
together?

What advice would you give to aspiring bands?
Well we threw ourselves in there and worked really
hard at everything we did. The small gigs we started

You’re about to go on tour around Europe with
Halestorm, are you hoping that international
success could be the potential for more music?

Hell no. We had no plan of that. The first night we got

playing in we’d get like, 40 people or so, but we’d

Oh, definitely! It’s a bigger market, obviously. We do

together we jammed three songs that are still on our

still spend all day there making the stage look

quite well in Germany and the UK, we get a lot of

set list today, Little Pills was the first song we wrote

amazing. We’d get out these red curtains all around

radio and TV time over there. Germany has really

together. Nail said “I’ve got this riff, my old band hated

it just to make it look stunning. We just wanted to

embraced us, it’s been awesome. This will be our

it.” And I said “Dude, this is awesome.” And then we did

always give people a show and make it a better

fifth trip back there. It’s one of those things where

Fade and Until You Bleed so the first rehearsal things

show the next time we went there. So my advice

you’ve got to keep chipping away otherwise they’re

were sparking up, ya know? We were just “Wow, this

for bands is to just get out there and start doing

going to forget about you so we have to keep going

feels really good.” But we didn’t go “Ok, in two years

that, and as soon as you get a bit of momentum just

back. Ideally we want to sell records over there so

time we want to be playing Download or touring the

keep it rolling because momentum can be hard to

this next trip back to Europe we’re doing 11 coun-

country,” it was just really organic just thinking about

get. It’s got to inspire you to work even harder just

tries in 21 days with Halestorm. Its pretty full on,

the next rehearsal and thinking about the next song

to keep everything rolling.

we’re going to be in front of their (Halestorm)

we’re going to write. And then when we book a gig
we're thinking about that. And then the gigs got bigger
and we got more people along. It kind of grew quite
naturally for us and as soon as we signed to management more doors started opening, then off we go
overseas. It’s been a crazy trip, but we didn’t actually
plan any of this! *laughs*

It’s no picnic in this country, it's tough for bands
because there’s a lot of great bands and bugger all
venues and bugger all breaks for the bands to get
anywhere. But the ones who stick with it and are
staunch about it and can keep a line up together,
that’s probably the hardest thing these days...the

crowds every night and they’re pulling 3,000 people
upwards so it’s a fantastic opportunity for us to
get our music heard and that’s what we want. We
want to hit that European market and for everyone
in Europe to know who Devilskin is. It’s all good for
New Zealand music, it’s putting us on the map!

hard work pays off, you just gotta stick with it.

Critic Te Arohi | Culture

Across

4
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7

10
11
12
13

1. LSD is celebrated every year on a day known as _______
Day. (7)
2. Sedative often used to party on. (8)
4. Writer of Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. (6,1,8)
6. Not low. (4)
8. Mia Wallace accidentally snorts this in Pulp Fiction. (6)
11. Hank in Breaking Bad got addicted to collecting these.
(8)
15. LSD was discovered by this chemist, who accidentally
got high by touching it with his fingertips. _______
Hofmann. (6)
17. The drug you deal if you wear wraparound sunglasses.
(5)
19. Psychoactive cannabinoid in marijuana. (3)

8
1

9

4
6

1

7

15
17

16
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7

7

3
2

6
5

1

9
6
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2
1

1

6

7
2

2
8

2
6

5

5

5

3
8

7

18
19

6
8

9

6

14

Answers:
Across: 3.CIA 5.Ayahuasca 7.Kids 9.Charlie 10.Silent Bob 12.Knives 13.Snoop Dogg 14.Illegal
16.Ecstasy 18.Mescaline 20.Seth Rogen Down: 1.Bicycle 2.Ketamine 4.Hunter S. Thompson
6.High 8.Heroin 11.Minerals 15.Albert 17.Speed 19.THC

3
5

1

8

9

Down

4

3

2

3. Government agency who used LSD for years in testing.
(3)
5. Amazonian tea that makes you trip balls. (9)
7. D.A.R.E. - To keep _____ off drugs. (4)
9. Another name for cocaine. (7)
10. Kevin Smith character who deals weed. (6,3)
12. Essential tools used for doing spots. (6)
13. Rapper who loves smoking weed. (5,4)
14. Drugs are _______. (7)
16. Popular drug in the 1990s at warehouse raves. (7)
18. Psychedelic drug found in the peyote cactus in southern
USA and Mexico. (9)
20. Quintessential movie stoner. (4,5)
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Spot the difference!
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MR SANDLER, BRING ME A DREAM
Bedtime Stories
Henessey Griffiths

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Also Bedtime Stories was shit hahaha don’t watch it.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.

Adam Sandler every week makes Henessey an angry girl.
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MOMMA ZO & AUNTY KELL
Dear Aunt Kell and Mama Zo, are drugs kosher, and what does kosher even mean?
By Zoe Taptikilis-Haymes, Kelly Davenport

Well, we are so glad you asked. Kosher is a Hebrew

just advice at the end of the day, and by no means

There is a great deal of evidence that supports argu-

word and it means “fit” for eating. Are drugs fit for

do you have to take it.

ments for and against doing drugs. Here are some

eating? Maybe, if you really wanted to you could
chew some ibuprofen but it probably tastes super
yuck. Ultimately, kosher drugs is a question of
drug administration, and pharmacists are probably
better at giving you safe advice about that.
Drug culture is a complicated friend and a fickle
mistress. For once we are going to give you some
serious, not at all ironic or facetious advice. The
most important thing about doing drugs is that
you are making all the right choices for yourself.
We cannot tell you to do a butt bong, and we
cannot tell you that you acid might cure your
depression, or that it might not. Because advice is

Columns | Critic Te Arohi

People do drugs for many different reasons.
People don’t do drugs for many different reasons.
So long as you’ve thought about your reasons
and are happy with them, you are making steps
to make sure that you are self-responsible and in
one way or other a little bit safer.
If you are doing drugs, the most important thing
is to be sure you are around the people you feel
the most comfortable with. You never know what
is going to happen with life and this is especially
true with drugs.

facts about drugs:
•Drugs are weird
•Drugs can be REALLY FUN
•Drugs can be REALLY DANGEROUS
•You NEVER KNOW who’s on DRUGS
•COFFEE IS THE BEST MOST USEFUL DRUG (aside
from all those super important drugs like penicillin and
panadol)
Guys, just be safe, happy and fill this world with useful
actions and love.
Love Ma Zo and Aunt Kell

CRITIC BOOZE REVIEWS
Ranfurly Draught
By Swilliam Shakesbeer

Ranfurly Draught is an absolute nothing beer. It’s

ter that’s left at the bottom of the sink after you

Turns out no one is drinking it because it’s nice,

uninspired, lazy, and boring. It has no distinctive

cleaned the BBQ grill plate.

it’s just incredibly cheap.

flavour or aroma. Even the people who make it

The one thing going for it is that Ranfurly Draught

So drink up and revel in the greatness that is Ran-

don’t like it.

is incredibly cheap. In fact, from my research, it is

furly Draught. Then regret it the next morning.

It’s a New Zealand draught-style lager, which

the cheapest beer in the country based on RRP

means it’s brown and has no hops. It’s one of a

at a major supermarket chain.

multitude of near-identical drinks that are all

Ranfurly Draught is sold at Countdown at $25 for

defined by a lack of creativity and interest.

an 18-box of 440ml cans, totalling 24 standard

While they’re all pretty much the same, Ranfurly

drinks. By that count, you’re at $1.04 per standard.

Draught is definitely one of the worst. It’s got a

They’re basically paying you to drink it.

Pairs well with: Curling

distinctively bad aftertaste, mostly due to the

Fun fact about the Ranfurlys: in 2010 they made an

fact that the cans are a stupid 440mls, meaning

embarrassingly terrible attempt to rebrand as an

Tasting notes: Small town racism,
homophobia, masculinity complexes

that by the time you get to the bottom it has got

upmarket ‘Station Pale Ale’ and ‘Frontier Lager’.

warm and gross. It starts tasting like that dishwa-

They were very, very bad and failed miserably.

Taste Rating: 1/10
Froth Level: A bubbling puddle of mud
on a moist summer day/10
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HOW TO BE A LESS SHIT COOK
How to Make the Strongest Edibles Possible

Before actually making edibles, you have to decar-

The exact time and temperature you use depends

to burn it, so watch the butter and stir often. I like to

boxylate, or ‘activate’ your weed by heating it; this

on your weed, how damp it is, and how finely you've

keep it simmering for around 30 minutes.

transforms the non-psychoactive THC-A into psycho-

chopped it. Be careful not to heat your oven too hot

active THC. When activating your weed you’ve got to

or leave it in for too long, as you'll end up burning

be careful to heat it up enough so it properly activates,

off the THC.

but also be careful to not overheat it so the THC burns.
In both cases you’ll end up with weak, wasteful edibles.
Most people activate their weed by cooking it in butter
or oil, but I like to first activate my weed in the oven to
get the most possible decarboxylation and the strongest edibles possible for the amount of weed used.
First, chop your buds up into small pieces (But not
TOO small, it doesn't have to be finely ground), and
put these on a tray with a piece of baking paper.
Preheat your oven to around 115 degrees Celsius on

When this is done, it should have gone slightly
brown, and be dry and crumbly to the touch.
Now you are ready to actually cook with it. The

Add the chocolate and stir together till it is melted.
Mix in the cocoa. Then the sugar, then the beaten
eggs, then the flour.
Finally you can optionally add chopped hazelnuts,
these add nice crunchy bits to the brownies.

cooking process should also further decarboxylate

Line your baking tray with greased baking paper,

the weed.

and pour in your mixture.

125g butter, 125g chocolate, Hazelnuts, 1/4 cup

It should cook in around 20-40 minutes on bake

cocoa, 1 cup sugar, 1/2 cup flouR, 2 eggs beaten

at 115 degrees.

Melt the butter in a pot. Finely chop the weed, and

Remember: edibles take ages to kick in. Just

add it to the melted butter.

because you ate some half an hour ago and aren’t

bake. Once the oven is hot, put the tray in the oven

You want to keep the butter at a simmer (not a boil)

for around 30 minutes.

to further decarboxylate the weed. You don't want

feeling anything does not mean that you should eat
more. Be patient.
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Blind Date

The hopeful lovers on the Critic Blind Date are provided with a meal and a bar tab, thanks to the Ombrellos and
Cello. If you’re looking for love and want to give the Blind Date a go, email blinddate@critic.co.nz

KYLE

KYLIE
As the designated third wheel for my sister and her boyfriend, I have been a

Papers, scissors, rock, fuck a game

regular little spoon on cold nights. This, combined with taking skillful photos to

I’ve just lost.

make it look like I was on dates, was cause enough for an intervention. I was

Flatmate leans over, lighting bueges I

strongly encouraged to contact Critic and give the blind date a go.

must stop.

I rocked up smelling like an aromatic blend of durrys and gin. The type of musk
one can only acquire through breather status. Immediately, I saw someone I
hoped was my blind date. We were already so in sync that we were wearing
matching outfits, and as soon as I saw his cheeky smile, I knew it was going

Half dozen deep, leave the flat with
a leap.
Set off with a mission, I knew I was
fishin.

to be a great night.

Loose as a goose, I hope to seduce

Usually, I get caught up in trying to figure out what schneck I want, but the chat

This little blond lady, I’ll put her to use.

was so good that I wasn't interested in the menu. Like the perfect gentleman,

To my surprise, her sister sits near,

he ordered for us; two ribeye steaks. And as the picture of femininity, I of course,
completely cleaned my plate. To my surprise, he couldn't finish his, but I didn’t
mind because he looked just as delicious as our food tasted.
To work out our compatibility, we decided to use a point system where we
added and subtracted points for each other, for things we did and didn’t like.

burning gaze, I felt in her stare.
I think to myself, is this a nightmare?
but remember wise words, that a man
never fears.
Put luck she is crazy, with her eyes

Halfway through the date he mentioned there was a girl staring at him, I turned

opened wide,

around to find my sister and her friend at another table trying to sneak some

but tonight is the night, I must take

pics of us. After being caught out, she headed straight to the table to take a

it in stride.

close up photo, before migrating to the bush outside for some follow ups. I am

So aside from the sis-ter,, I decided

sure that this was minus a few points for me.

to kiss-her

We stayed so long that Ombrellos changed into a salsa dancing club. We made
up backstories for the dancers and then realised we had been there for almost
three hours. My sister came to pick me up, but she ‘arrived’ so fast, I am unsure
if she ever left. He accepted the offer of a ride, even though he was nervous
that we would find out where he lived- fair call. Upon arriving, I ungracefully
scrambled out of the backseat of the two-door car to say goodbye. He leaned
in for a cheeky kiss that was so good I forgot my sister was there.
Critic made my dreams come true, and I think my sister will be getting her bed
back in the future.

with a smile on her dile, leaned in told
her its Kyle
She orders steak, and I think what a
date
Hoping to leave, and to head to her
place.
So back to reality, I’m done with formalities,
My game face is on, can’t promise no
casualties.
The chat seldom ceased, and from
this was pleased,

Good company she was, and was now
time to leave,
Little she knew, these were hunting
grounds
So I loaded my pistol, I wanted to
pound.
Few drinks inside, we relinquish our
pride,
And bathroom antics, we did more
than just try.
After this date, she was adamant to
mate.
Couldn’t hold on much longer, no idea
that I’ve wronged her.
Grin on my face, she’s wearing sexy
black lace,
So Back to the bedroom, I told her
to brace.
Taking two to tango, and tango we
did.
Flatmates they fret, as the bets they
were set.
Cards on the table, won the money
I’m able.
We went all night, untill she’s disabled
In good old fashion, I gave her a
thrashin.
She had no idea, my game more than
pashin
I gave it a punt, and oh loud she did
grunt
Little appetite for desert, the way she
walked it must’ve hurt.
Dusk until dawn, didn’t stop till she
was torn.
Just another night’s business, she was
merely my pawn.

snap, crack & popple us
Send us a snap, crack open a Critic & popple up a
prize. The best snap each week wins a 24 pack of V.
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